
 2016 Queensland Quiz

Championships - Individual

# Question Answer

1 [IMAGE] Which Camel cigarettes mascot is pictured here?

2 [IMAGE] Which Australian actor (1926 - 1994) is pictured here?

3 [IMAGE] Which veteran British actor (1911-1990) is pictured here?

4 [IMAGE] Which musical symbol is shown here?

5 [IMAGE] Who is this Australian comedian and political satirist (b. 1948)?

6 [IMAGE] Which Australian media personality (b. 1962) is pictured here?

7 [IMAGE] Which American "crusader" (b. 1918) is pictured here?

8 [IMAGE] Which south coast English Premier League club's logo is pictured here?

9 [IMAGE] Which brand of video game used this joystick in the 1980s?

10 [IMAGE] The titular star of which ABC-CBC children's TV series is pictured here?

11 Head brand goods are primarily associated with which sport?

12 The disease quinsy is inflammation of which part of the human body?

13 In what language was "The Communist Manifesto" written?

14 Which planet did JG Galle discover it in 1846?

15 How many arrondissements does Paris have?

16 "The Bare Necessities" is a song from which 1967 Disney animated film?

17 What is the capital city of Bali?

18 The "Ode to Joy" is part of the final movement of which Beethoven symphony?

19
Jamie Lee Curtis, Lindsay Lohan, Barbara Harris and Jodie Foster have all starred in a 

movie with which title?

20 Which British university is often known by the acronym KCL?

21
Which actor portrayed English aristocrat John Morgan, who is captured by Sioux 

Indians, in the 1970 film "A Man Called Horse"?

22 What sport appears in the NATO phonetic alphabet?

23
In his 1942 short story "Runaround" Isaac Asimov introduced his three laws 

governing what?

24
The federal electorates of Forrest and Hasluck are located in which Australian state 

or territory?

25
The biennial world championship contract bridge tournament for national teams is 

better known by what alliterative two word title?

26 Which character did David Jasen portray in the BBC sitcom "Only Fools and Horses"?

27
Which hit song of 1965 includes the following line: "And if I get scared, you're always 

around."?

28 Copacabana Beach is located in which city?

29
Which left-arm Pakistani paceman took more than 500 One Day International 

wickets in a career ranging from 1984 to 2003?
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30
Though technically a territory of the Commonwealth, Jervis Bay is located on the 

coast of which Australian state or territory?

31 Which car manufacturer's logo features four rings?

32 Who was the Roman equivalent of the Greek god Hermes?

33
"Ethics", published posthumously in 1677, was the magnum opus of which Dutch 

rationalist philosopher (1632-1677)?

34 Which colour is traditionally associated with Protestantism?

35
Which fictional character's published diaries include "The Wilderness Years" (1993) 

and "The Cappuccino Years" (1999)?

36 What is the SI unit of acceleration?

37
Which song contains these lyrics: "Big ones, small ones, some as big as your head / 

Give them a twist a flick of the wrist / That's what the showman said."?

38
Which 1987 Steven Spielberg film is largely set in a Japanese internment camp 

during WWII?

39 Who hosted the first seven seasons of "Big Brother Australia"?

40 "Sandy" is most commonly a diminutive of which male forename?

41
Which poem traditionally attributed to Homer deals with the events surrounding the 

Trojan War?

42
Which four-letter colloquial term describes a parliament where no single political 

party (or bloc of allied parties) has an absolute majority of seats?

43 "Canucks" is a slang term for natives of which country?

44 The Brooklyn Bridge connects Brooklyn to which other New York borough?

45 Rival gangs the Bloods and the Crips are primarily found in which US city?

46
What is the name of the largest Russian news agency, also the fourth largest in the 

world?

47
The chemical basis of which fifth taste was discovered by Japanese biochemist 

Kikunae Ikeda in 1909?

48
Introduced in 1912, what name was given to the first true plastic (i.e. synthetic 

polymer)?

49
Which poem by Alfred, Lord Tennyson is loosely based on the Arthurian legend of 

Elaine of Astolat?

50 How often is the Australian census held?

51
A reference to its colour and value, what is the more common name for the iron 

sulphide with the chemical formula FeS2?

52 According to Johnny Preston’s 1960 hit single, who did Running Bear love?

53 Yogi Bear and Boo Boo are residents if which fictional national park?

54 Larry Wilcox and Eric Estrada co-starred in which US TV series?

55
Which fictional character has been portrayed in film by Linda Hamilton, Lena Headey 

and Emilia Clarke?

56 Which country hosted the 1934 and 1990 FIFA World Cups?

57 Mascarpone is a variety of which foodstuff?
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58
Which Syrian city has lent its name to 5 major battles, in 145BC, 218 AD, 613, 1097 

and 1268?

59 What is the given name of Malcolm Turnbull's wife?

60 Which nut flavours the liqueur Amaretto?

61
Both the term and the sport orienteering were developed in the late 19th century in 

which European country?

62

Featured in films, radio dramas, comic strips, comic books and three television 

series, which fictional character is the best known creation of British author Leslie 

Charteris?

63 To the nearest foot, how long is a standard snooker table?

64 Paul Langmack played 315 games for which NRL club?

65
The clothes of which French fashion designer obsess Edina Monsoon in the TV 

sitcom "Absolutely Fabulous"?

66 What is the more common name for triatomic oxygen?

67 What is the main visible physical difference between monkeys and apes?

68 Tim Cook is currently CEO of which technology company?

69 Jamie Dwyer has represented Australia in more than 300 games in which sport?

70 Which Australian former politician had the nickname "Ironbar"?

71 How many strings does a standard bass guitar have?

72 Bull, leopard and zebra are varieties of which animal?

73 Alan Sutherland is the mayor of which south-east Queensland council?

74
In 1947 Boulder Dam was officially re-named in honour of which former US 

president?

75 What is the main ingredient of the German dish sauerkraut?

76
Which 17 year-old married Guildford Dudley on 6th of June 1553 only to be 

executed 8 months later?

77 By population, what is the second largest city in England?

78
Which hit song of 1973 includes the following line: "While the other kids were 

Rocking Round the Clock."?

79
In which 1985 Sydney Pollack film (which won seven Oscars ) does most of the 

action take place almost precisely on the equator?

80
Mariah Carey and Whitney Houston had a hit with "When You Believe" from the 

soundtrack to which 1998 DreamWorks animated film?

81
One which island would one most likely be if encountering the Formosan family of 

languages?

82 Joaquin Phoenix and Reese Witherspoon co-starred in which 2005 film?

83 Misogamy is a dislike or hatred of what?

84 Which city was renamed Ho Chi Minh City in 1976?

85
First published c. 300 BC and now with over 1,000 different editions, which Greek 

mathematician wrote the mathematics textbook "Elements"?
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86
Which Roman (15 - 59 AD) was the sister of Caligula, niece and fourth wife of 

Claudius, and the mother of Nero?

87 In Rugby Union what number jersey does the Fullback traditionally wear?

88 The headquarters of the Boeing Corporation are in which US City? 

89
Which Major League Baseball team is traditionally supported by those living on the 

North Side of Chicago, and detested by those on the South Side?

90
Russian poet Aleksandr Pushkin and Alexander Hamilton, former U.S. Secretary of 

the Treasury, both met their deaths in what manner?

91
Though his name doesn't contain it, which German physicist's constant is signified by 

the letter "h"?

92 Tyson Edwards played 321 games for which AFL/VFL club?

93
By collecting the 1906 Peace prize, who became the first American to win a Nobel 

Prize?

94
Eddie Redmayne starred in the 2014 film "The Theory of Everything" which was 

based on the life of which British scientist (b. 1942)?

95 The dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy appears in which ballet, first performed in 1892?

96
Which term, first coined in 1964, describes the broad accent of Australian English 

and its associated vernacular?

97
From the French for "helmet", which word describes the large crests on the skulls of 

cassowaries?

98 Those born on April Fool's day fall under what star sign?

99 *** Deleted due to print error***

100 *** Deleted due to print error***
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